Findings from
consumer survey

Summary report
for first time users

The purpose of the consumer survey was to gain
valuable insights on how we should improve our
consumer marketing system
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Strategic question:

2

Strategic question:

How do we attract more qualified leads to the hearing care professional?
This part focuses on identifying the most motivational tone of voice, images,
claims and messages to arouse curiosity, trigger interest and drive traffic to the
hearing care professional.

How do we motivate and convert more leads into purchase?
This part focuses on identifying the reasons, throughout the end-user journey,
that so many potential first time users drop out or return their hearing solution.
This can help us answer how the end-user journey can be improved with activities and information to better educate, prepare and motivate potential first time
users for a higher success ratio during the counselling process.

Test set-up

Research description

Survey

First time users

Awareness

Information

Counselling

Sales

Part 1: What are their difficulties and concerns?
How did they become aware of their hearing difficulties?
What concerns do their hearing difficulties give them?
How interested are they in doing something about it?
Part 2: How should we approach them?
What claims and messages motivate them?
What information do they need before making a decision?
What would trigger them to take action?
Part 3: How can we improve counselling?
What were their expectations for visiting an HCP?
How satisfied were they with their visit?
Why did/didn’t they buy a hearing solution?
What factors influenced the decision?
How many dispensers have they visited?

nearly 1,500 respondents (750 first time users)
Web based survey with stimuli material (visuals, messages)
Respondents were recruited through local web panels in US, CAN, GER, FRA and ITA

Sample criteria
Age 55+
Experience hearing difficulties
Never used a hearing device

Who did we talk too?
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46% are women and 54% are men
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Part
time

Unemployed
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Social activity

%

44,7

24,0
16,9
8,0

6,4
Very
inactive

Inactive

Employment:
50% are retired and 30% are working full time

12,3

10,8

10

Age:
The vast majority are between 55 and 65

Moderate

Active

Very
active

Social activity:
32% are very active
45% are moderately active
23% are less active

Findings part 1

What are their hearing
difficulties and concerns?

People with hearing difficulties find it hard to follow
conversations and must concentrate to hear people talk

People are most affected by the need to ask others to
repeat themselves

Experienced hearing difficulties

Effects:

60% find it difficult to follow conversations

70% need to ask people to repeat themselves

41% must concentrate to hear someone talk/whisper

32% get annoyed with themselves

30% have difficulties understanding the television

23% use extra energy to compensate

29% have difficulties understanding what people say

21% are told that they have hearing difficulties

This confirms our existing knowledge that understanding speech in noise is the
most common problem. People become aware of it because they need to concentrate and therefore use extra energy to compensate for their hearing difficulties.

20% answer incorrectly due to misunderstanding
18% get embarrassed with themselves
This confirms our knowledge that people with hearing difficulties become annoyed and
embarrassed which, over time, can lead to negative social and psychological implications.

70% of the respondents are concerned that
what they are experiencing is a problem
%
100
90

Even though people experience hearing difficulties and
express concern about them, the majority still don’t act…

Areas of concern about their hearing

Level of concern

40%
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Is it a hearing loss? (30%)

14

Haven’t done anything

80
70
60

53

50
40

Is it permanent? (23%)
Will it get worse? (37%)

25

When should I seek help? (23%)

5

Where can I get more information? (15%)

10
0

19%

Have talked to relatives
and friends

17%

Have searched on the
Internet

Can something be done? (28%)

30
20

70%

Major concerns
Concerned
Slightly concerned

Can I afford hearing instruments? (25%)
5%

Minor concerns
No concerns

These areas of concern indicate that people have very little
awareness and knowledge about hearing in general, and the
symptoms and related implications of a hearing loss.

Have acquired information

While less than 20% of
all people experiencing
hearing difficulties are
contacting a hearing care
professional, 41% are in
the process.
This indicates an opportunity for additional
communication to further
influence people at an
earlier stage.

But when asked if they were interested in a solution
to their hearing difficulties, 65% answered yes
%

Interest in hearing solution

Findings part 2
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Very interested
Somewhat interested
Neither/nor
Somewhat not interested
Not at all interested

17%

If the concern and interest in a solution exists
- then the challenge is to get those who are
interested to act, and shorten their ”time to visit”!

How do we motivate
those who are interested
to contact an HCP?

Manufacturers and HCPs have a unique opportunity
to influence the main barriers to first contact

Time to visit is a combination of many concerns around
the idea of fixing their problem and the associated costs

Have you ever considered contacting a hearing care professional
but refrained from doing so because:
(never contacted or visited hearing care professional)
My hearing difficulties do not
bother me that much

48

Hearing instruments are too
expensive

38

I don’t like the idea of wearing hearing instruments

Time to visit HCP

Lifestyle

HL

HCP

Manufacturing

26

There are other things in my
life that have higher priority

24

I have heard that hearing
care professionals just want
to sell you something no
matter what

• Profiles

14

I don’t want people to think I
am old or handicapped

• Activity level

13

There is nothing that can be
done about it

6

I don’t believe it’s a problem
for others

7

Other, please specify

7
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Never used hearing aid, but have hearing difficulties (n=570)

60

%

Degree of
concern

Needs and expectations versus their
current perceptions and experiences

The specific drivers of choice that influence time to visit
and purchase will be individual to each consumer

Family/Friends:
Perception of

Need for

Product/Solution:

Product/Solution:

Demographics

Consumer
choice

Dispenser/HCP:

This indicates the need to uncover and
influence these factors at key touch
points in the end-user journey.

People in the pre-contemplation stage need guidance and
empathy in order to take ownership for their hearing loss
first, before they are ready to make a buying decision
Areas of concern:

Their main expectations on their first visit
are to learn, confirm and gain empathy

Is it a hearing loss? (30%)

To check out if I have a hearing loss,
and find out how serious it is

Is it permanent? (23%)
Will it get worse? (37%)
Can something be done? (28%)
When should I seek help? (23%)

Self-Perception:

Manufacturer

Lifestyle
Hearing Loss

To get general info about hearing
difficulties and implications
To talk to someone who understands
what I’m experiencing

Where can I get more information? (15%)

To satisfy my family or others who
asked me to get my hearing checked

Can I afford hearing instruments? (25%)

To confirm that I don’t have a hearing loss

A large proportion of non users would like to receive
information prior to their first consultation, YET. . .

48% of respondents stated they would
sign up to a mail program
Hearing test follow-up
Sign up for our follow-up program and stay right up-to-date with your
hearing. You’ll be able to see what is happening with your hearing, comRelevant
information:
pare past test results
and learn more
about what products could be suitable for you.

Personalised hearing development update

…only 7% get it!

Click here > if you are having difficulties reading this mail

Newsletter

Nearly 1/4 did not buy because they did
not get the information they needed
(post hearing test)

This indicates the importance of preparing
clients for the consultation to help manage
expectations.

Dear <insert first name>

Your personal profile

Enclosed you’ll the results of your latest hearing test. As well as
finding out the general status of your hearing, you can explore the
some of the exciting interactive applications. And should you have
questions about your results or instruments, please don’t hesitate to
contact me.
Kind regards,
<insert name>

Tailored solutions
Based on your diagnosis, here are some
solutions may suit your design tastes and
lifestyle

Someone like you

You:male
Age:60
Hearing loss: moderate
Based on your hearing test and your
lifestyle input, we have created a
profile based on your needs and
preferences.

Peter is also 60 and like you, is very active.
Discover how he copes with his hearing loss

1/4 believed that the cost of hearing
instruments was prohibitive

Pre-counselling activities could be an
effective tool.

Hearing newsletter
Sign up for our newsletter and stay informed about all the latest news on
hearing, including information gained through our insights and user
survey results, trends, product launches and real-life user experiences.
People First

Hearing test follow-up
Sign up for our follow-up program
and stay right up-to-date with your
hearing. You’ll be able to see what
is happening with your hearing,
compare past test results and learn
more about what products could
be suitable for you.

Info about new solutions (57%)
Info about trends, possibilities
and features (52%)
New insights about hearing
and implications (47%)

Our latest news, trends and product innovations

13% didn’t believe that hearing
instruments could provide any
significant improvements

Invitation to free consultation,
hearing test and/or trial (45%)

Click here > if you are having difficulties reading this mail

Newsletter
Dear <insert first name>

Sign up for our newsletter
and stay informed
about all the
Hearing
reminder
latest news on hearing, including
information gained
ourour reminder service. You’ll receive an annual invitation for a
Signthrough
up for
insights and user survey results,
free
consultation
and hearing test with your hearing care professional.
trends, product
launches
and
real-life user experiences.

Your contact

Our latest newsletter features some exciting sales and information
about the launch of our latest hearing instrument, as well as some
fascinating stories from people with hearing loss.
We hope you enjoy it!
Yours sincerely,
<insert name>

Annual hearing consultation and test

Products are getting smaller

Pia Justesen
Mobile:
+45 39398787
Direct:
+45 39398787
Office:
+45 39398787
Email:
pj@lorem.com

Access to a self diagnostic
tool to check their hearing
from time to time (48%)

Keep updated on communities
near you

compare
the tiny
size of today’s
Click You
herecan’t
> if you
are having
difficulties
reading this mail
hearing instruments with those of the past –
and the good news is, they’re getting even
12
smaller.

Newsletter Results from our online user
1 out of 10 have a hearing loss

Dear <first name>,0-2 yrs.

survey

You might be as surprised as we were about
3-18 yrs.
the results of our last survey. Take a look
yrs
It’s now a year ago19+since
we last met to monitor your hearing. I look
and see for yourself.
Unknown
forward to seeing you
again for free consultation and hearing test at
my clinic.

Address
Address
Telephone

New insights
Read all about out latest insights

I’ve made tentative appointment for here for <insert date>.
To confirm or change the time, please telephone me or send me a
reply to this email.

Calender events
Vanheni periltä lattialla sampo
pahaisna sanoihin luottehia,
värttinätä kasuavassa veikkoseni Louhi,
sanat periltä käsi väätessänsä tietä
vanhan.
Read more here >
Hansens blog on lorem
Vanheni periltä lattialla sampo

Your contact
pahaisna sanoihin luottehia,

värttinätä kasuavassa veikkoseni Louhi,
Piasanat
Justesen
periltä käsi väätessänsä tietä
vanhan.
Mobile:
Read more here >
+45 39398787

Direct:
+45Seminars
39398787on XXXXX
Office:
Date: April 16 2010
+45Date:
39398787
June 06, 2010
Email:
Vanheni periltä lattialla sampo pahaisna
pj@lorem.com
sanoihin luottehia, värttinätä kasuavassa
veikkoseni Louhi, sanat periltä käsi
väätessänsä tietä vanhan.
Read more here >

User stories and
testimonials (24%)

Yours sincerely,
<insert name>

People First

People First

This indicates that first
time users want to keep
the dialog open with hearing care professionals.
A regular mail program
would be an effective tool
to keep people in the ”time
for hearing” loop.

Home

Contact

Lorem ipsum

Hearing community

Approx. 75% of respondents use the Internet
to
search for healthcare-related information
List of content
LOREM

Facts about hearing

LOREM

LOREM

Consequences of an
untreated hearing loss

LOREM

LOREM

People who see themselves as being active
are quicker to take ownership of their hearing loss

LOREM

Ask an expert or other
users

User stories

Test your hearing

Survival model:
Weibull Regression - Change in personality
From inactive to very active

Blog...
Why 80% of Americans with Hearing Loss Do Not Purchase Hearing Aids
September 12, 2008 at 9:11 am · Filed under Hearing Aids

According to the Mayo Clinic, an estimated one-quarter of Americans between the ages of 65 and 75
and almost three-quarters of those over 75 have some degree of hearing loss.

Unsure

Hearing Aids Are Loud, Hip

August 29, 2008 at 4:21 am · Filed under Hearing Aids

Weibull Regression - log relative hazard, n= 145, LL -121, LR chi2(34)= 172, Prob>chi2 = 0.000

The latest in hearing aids were on display at the Charlotte Convention Center this spring at the
annual conference of the American Academy of Audiology

The consequences of a hearing loss
can be split into three categories;
physical, physiological and social,
and they all may have an effect on
how you live your life. Learn about
the consequences here.

Do you have questions about hearing
loss – or do you want to help others,
who may have? Share your thoughts
and read what others have to say
about life with a hearing loss.

The digital mirror
Discover the possibilities
Relevant
information
prior
a appointment:
Explore
ourto
product
range

Information about hearing, symptoms,
what to be aware off etc. (48%)

Suffering from hearing loss can have
different effects. Here you can read
about 10 people who liberated
themselves from the effects of their
hearing loss.

Make an appointment

1 out of 10 people need a hearing
instrument. You could be one of
them. Get your hearing tested today
and find out if you can improve your
hearing.

Information about a
manufacturer

This could indicate that non-users also
search for hearing-related information on
the Internet.

A
self
diagnostic
check
my
(48%)
Learn more about our company, our
Today’s
hearing instruments are so
Today’s
hearing
instruments are verytoolAto
hearing
instrument
needshearing
to be
Locate your nearest hearing care
latest technological and audiological
discreet you barely notice them.
small, effective and comfortable
tailored to your needs. Learn in detail
professional and make an appointinnovations and how
we continuously
Discover how you would look An
with a end-user
communication devices. Here you can
the different benefits of our range
ment to learnwebsite
more about hearing
with relevant
informawork towards a world of better
hearing instrument by uploading
learn more about the latest innovaand compare models, styles and
and hearing loss. You can also book a
your picture on our digital mirror.
tions and how they can
improve
your
features.and solutions (36%)
free hearing
test here.
Overview
of
possibilities
tion about
hearing
loss andhearing.
guidance could
hearing.
be an important tool to direct non-users to
Possibility to interact with a professional (31%)
hearing care professionals.
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Survival

Here you can learn about the ear and
its vital role in hearing.

5

0

This indicates the importance of
uncovering how active people see
themselves as being, and using this
in communication.

Personality 1

Personality 5
0
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Time from awareness to purchage (years)
q13personality=1

Least active

q13personality=2
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q13personality=5

Most active
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Non-users evaluate the ability to participate actively,
effortlessly and naturally as most important…

50% of respondents stated that a free trial would
motivate them to contact an HCP

Benefits

Top three motivators

A key building block of trust

Participate actively (44%)

Free trial (50%)

Less effort (34%)

Free hearing check up (46%)

This indicates an opportunity to remove their
perceived risk with a risk-free offer; appointment, hearing check up and trial.

Discreet (29%)

Free appointment (34%)

Natural hearing (55%)
A possible motivational driver would
be a solution that empowers them
to play an active part – with less
physical and psychological effort.
This indicates that people want
to live full and active lives where
hearing loss is not an issue.

Which of the advertising directions would most likely
motivate you to learn more or buy a hearing instrument?

We tested 6 directions in order to identify the direction that
would most likely motivate the respondents to take action
Is your hearing keeping you in isolation? Step out into a whole new
world. Set yourself free. Nothing should hold you captive, not even
hearing loss

1 out of 10 people have difficulties hearing. 65% of people with
hearing loss are under retirement age. Are you one of them

Treating hearing loss taken expert listening.
Treating hearing loss is a serious and delicate matter.

How can hearing
loss be an issue
when this is
the solution?

1 out of 10 people
have difficulties
hearing

Is your keeping you
in isolation?

Step out into
a whole new world

are you one of them?

Treating hearing loss

Hearing loss is far more common than you think and studies
show it can affect the quality of your life. Each year millions of
people around the world choose hearing instruments to improve
their life quality.

is a serious
and delicate matter

Hearing loss is far more common than you think and studies
show it can affect the quality of your life. Each year millions of
people around the world choose hearing instruments to improve
their life quality.

There are frequent technological advances made in hearing care
and we’re dedicated to sharing them with you. You can trust your
local hearing care professionals to find a tailored solution to suit
your needs and lifestyle.

Play your part. Get life rolling.
Be empowered to communicate freely

Has your hearing changed? It maynot be what you think.
Do you have difficulties hearing? It might just be wax.

It had to happen. Finally!
A hearing device you actually want to wear.

A hearing loss should not be a barrier to enjoying life to the full.
Modern hearing solutions help improve your hearing in a natural
way so you can reconnect with those around you.

#1 out of
6 directions tested

There are frequent technological advances made in hearing care
and we’re dedicated to sharing them with you. You can trust your
local hearing care professionals to find a tailored solution to suit
your needs and lifestyle.

A hearing loss should not be a barrier to enjoying life to the full.
Modern hearing solutions help improve your hearing in a natural
way so you can reconnect with those around you.

Come to our
open house and
find out why!

It had to happen

Get life rolling

Be empowered to
communicate freely

It may not
be what you think

Has you hearing
changed?

A hearing device you
really want to wear

Modern hearing solutions give you the ability to follow
conversation – even in complex sound environments, and
the confidence to interact and participate to the full.
Modern hearing solutions give you the ability to follow conversation – even in complex sound environments, and the confidence to
interact and participate to the full.

Change in your hearing does not automatically mean you have
permanent hearing loss. In fact, it might just be wax. Seeing
your hearing care professional is the first step to hearing better.
Change in your hearing does not automatically mean you have
permanent hearing loss. In fact, it might just be wax. Seeing
your hearing care professional is the first step to hearing better.

Today’s hearing devices bear no resemblance to those of
yesterday. They’re petite, discreet, beautifully designed and
you hardly know you have them on. Most importantly, they
can really open up your world.
Today’s hearing devices bear no resemblance to those of yesterday.
They’re petite, discreet, beautifully designed and you hardly know
you have them on. Most importantly, they can really open up your
world.

Be empowered
Modern hearing solutions
are the key to restoring
your equilibrium in life…
and you are not alone
with the problem.

Less effort
Modern hearing solutions
are petite, discreet and
effective…
(show product)

Let’s communicate
Want to learn more? Call
now to experience the
difference with a risk free
consultation and trial.

Most people do not know what to expect from their first visit

Findings part 2

How do we further motivate
those who are interested to
buy a solution?

First visit

55% don’t buy at first consultation
want more information
find the solution too expensive
want more time to think

Buy

Don’t
buy

want a second opinion
want to compare prices
want to discuss the decision with their family
This indicates that there is a need for readiness assessment
and
motivational tools that can help people to realise the importance
of addressing their hearing difficulties as soon as possible.

Time, understanding and trust ranked high when asked
what was most important during their first consultation

Explains my options well and their
benefits in relation to the costs (39%)

“Will it get worse if I don’t do something?” is their number one concern!

Is not pushy (36%)
Understands my
needs and concerns (32%)
Gives me the option to try
out the hearing instruments (30%)
I feel that I can trust him/her (29%)
Gives me the time that I need (29%)

This indicates that a follow-up program is
extremely important to ensure that their
hearing difficulties are not getting worse
and to keep them abreast of opportunities to address their problem.

2 key statements best described their IDEAL experience
with an HCP

Balance:
The professional will help me deal with my hearing difficulties so that I
can restore and maintain the equilibrium in my life with feelings of
peace and relaxation.
Connection:
The professional will listen to me and respect my feelings and
thoughts. I will experience a trustworthy connection with her/him.

Despite this, however, 50% of them
visit two or more hearing care professionals

Some non-users are more pro-solution
than others, but they are seeking a “quick fix”

More than three quarters visited more than one HCP because they
felt the need to have a second opinion, and one of four wanted
to compare prices.
Nearly one in five did not feel that their needs and concerns
were understood.
When concern for hearing difficulties is high, the main barriers
to getting hearing instruments are cost and effort/involvement.
This emphasises the importance of listening to their needs and concerns at the first consultation – a core component of building trust.
This indicates the importance of ensuring that people understand the
benefits of different types of hearing instruments in relation to cost.
A follow-up program is extremely important in order to keep non-users
informed about options tailored to their needs as well as special offers.

Style, discreetness and hearing sound as “expected
to” with less effort are important factors in the
adoption of hearing instruments.
Number of shops visited

Feels comfortable (42%)
Sounds natural (31%)

+4

Discreet/invisible (33%)

3

1

Easy-to- handle (26%)

2

This indicates that letting them experience the benefits
of modern hearing care solutions early in the process can
reduce their psychological barriers to wearing a hearing
solution.
Communication should illustrate how discreet, comfortable and natural sounding modern hearing solutions are.

HCPs and manufacturers have many opportunities to
motivate non-users by addressing the factors of effort,
stigma and trust in a systemised way

EFFORT

Time, Cost, Change

STIGMA

Perception of ageing

TRUST

The doctor, the expert

This indicates the need to channel them
into a structured communication program
that addresses their needs and concerns
in accordance with where they are in their
journey. Doing this in the most effective
way requires both emotional and rational
levers.

Summary

Summarising
Among non-users of hearing instruments who are aware of their hearing loss, there is a strong correlation between their concern for
their hearing difficulties and their interest in a solution. The need to concentrate and use extra energy to hear people talk, and embarrassment around asking people to repeat themselves, are the biggest affects of their hearing difficulties.

The number one concern of people who opt not to do something at their first visit is whether their hearing difficulties will get worse. This indicates that a follow-up program – via regular hearing check ups and keeping them abreast of opportunities to address their problem - is extremely
important to ensure that their hearing difficulties are not getting worse.

People who consider themselves as being active are quicker to do something about their hearing loss. The ability to participate actively, effortlessly and naturally - where hearing loss is not an issue - is what non-users evaluate as most important. Hence, hearing care professionals and
manufacturers have a unique opportunity to influence the main barriers to contacting and purchasing.

Style, design and discreetness of the hearing instruments are key determinant factors in non-user adoption of hearing instruments. Comfort and
hearing sound as ”expected to” are also important factors governing hearing instrument choice, but come well after speech understanding. End
users highly value the ability “to hear with less effort”, and hearing instrument delivery of the most natural sound possible.

Non-users’ “time to visit” a hearing care professional is determined by a combination of hearing loss, lifestyle, and the actions of hearing care
professionals and manufacturers. Non-users have “several concerns” regarding their hearing difficulties: from assessing the degree of hearing
difficulty, to the possibility of fixing their problem and the costs associated with it. The core elements of choosing to fix their problem are a combination of effort (time, cost, change), perception of ageing associated with wearing hearing instruments, and the trust they develop in their HCP.

Allowing non-users to experience the benefits of playing an active part in life, with less physical and psychological effort, can build trust
and increase interest in ownership for a solution. Deploying these levers in advertising and communications, along with a risk free trial of
a modern hearing care solution, can motivate people to take the next step.

A large proportion of people are interested in learning about hearing and hearing loss on the Internet and would like to receive online material
about these topics.

On average, half of non-users buy a hearing instrument on their first visit and half visit two or more hearing care professionals. When concern for
their hearing difficulties is high, the main barriers to getting hearing instruments are costs and effort/involvement.

Advertising is an influencer of initial enquiries both among non-concerned and very concerned non-users. Helping non-users to take the first step
and to contact a hearing care professional can be facilitated by a free test or free trial of instruments or a free appointment with an expert. This
should be seen as a tool to overcome the barrier of cost associated with fixing the problem which is perceived high among non-users.

This indicates the importance of ensuring that people understand the benefits of different types of hearing instruments in relation to cost. A
follow-up program is extremely important to keep non-users informed about options tailored to their needs, as well as with special offers.

Most people do not know what to expect at their first consultation but time, listening, understanding and trust rank high in importance.
Getting tested and receiving information with the empathy of someone who understands what they are experiencing, are their main basic
expectations before visiting an HCP. Some non-users are more pro-solution then others, and professionals who understand non-users’ attitudes
toward their hearing loss and hearing instruments are better able to motivate them to take the next step and build trust. This indicates a need
for readiness assessment and motivational tools that can help people to realise the importance of addressing their hearing difficulties as soon as
possible.

In summary, helping people to take ownership for their hearing loss is a multi-step process and it is important to channel them into a structured
communications system. This communication system should be based on their needs and concerns and include a combination of emotional and
rational motivational tools in accordance with where they are in their journey.

People First

People First is our promise
to empower people
to communicate freely,
interact naturally and

109756UK / 10.10

participate actively

www.oticon.com

